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certain that many ambulant cases and other mild attacks
were not reported at all to the government. Thus it is
more likely that the percentage of deaths to number of
cases was actually much smaller than thirteen per cent.
It apparently did not attack the Ottoman armies during
the Great "War.
There is great carelessness in regard to smallpox, an
epidemic disease. Many of the common people do not
recognize the difference between it and chicken pox, and
accordingly do not vaccinate their children. In general,
the disease is less severe than in Europe and America:
"Whether this is due to the milder climate, or, as some
hold, to a partial racial immunity, is not settled. Cer-
tainly, I have heard people remark with a great sigh of
relief, when I have pronounced by diagnosis of bee jidry,
"Only smallpox! I feared it was some bad disease!"
They have failed to enlighten me what they thought could
be worse. It is the cause of much blindness, for, even
though the disease is generally milder than in America,
there occur not infrequently confluent cases that destroy
the eyes and also badly disfigure the countenance. Local
peoples are gradually waking up to the importance of
vaccination, realizing that such a simple precaution will
prevent a girl from being forever after an unsightly
object—an almost certain bar to all chances of marriage.
Since there is no career for women in the Levant but
marriage and home-making, a girl with a face pitted with
smallpox scars must have a very large dowry to induce
the fastidious young man to take her,—there are too
many others bidding through the go-betweens and other
matchmakers.
Typhus had pretty much died out in Syria, at least till
1892, when a steamer brought a large company of labor-
ers from Benghazi, that strip of country west of Egypt,
where they had had no rain for three years. ' * There was
famine in the land" and these men came to Beirut seek-

